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Total

Intro (speak of the devil )

Intro Jingle or sound effect

:05

Establishing shot of
Rachel and Gabe
MS of Rachel

Intro Jingle or sound effect

:03

Hello my name is Rachel Sweet

:04

MS of Gabe

And I am Gabe O’Niel and welcome to the first
Speak of the Devil Broadast! Today we are going
to give you a little bit of news but first, lets check
and see what the forecast is like today! (or this
week?)

:15

MS of Joey somewhere
outside
Establishing Shot of
Rachel and Gabe. Cut to
MS of Rachel

Week forecast (ask howard or Matt to do graphics)

:15

MS of Gabe

Thank you Rachel for the highlights, Lets check out
what’s going on in sports.
Mens basketball
Mens volleyball
hockey
Now lets check in with Dr. Scott and see whats his
tie of the day!

Rachel: Thanks Joey, now lets highlight several
things that are going on around campus.
(Events on campus)
● Recap WinterfestStaff and Student
basketball
● Miss ltu
● Canada day trip
Saturday, March 19, 2016

Checkin: 7:15 a.m.
Depart LTU: 8 a.m.
Toronto Checkin to return home: 8:30 p.m
Depart Toronto: 9 p.m. Deadline: March 4
Open to all students, staff, and faculty. One
guest allowed.
Cost: $30 LTU, $35 guest
● Chinese new years feb 8
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Shot of Dr. Scott

My tie! (or whatever he says) on a phone

Establishing shot of
Gabe and Rachel
Shot of kris and Hannah
walking in
Shot with everyone in
frame

Rachel: thanks Dr. Scott, now lets welcome our
guests Miss ltu 2016 and Hayley butler
Clapping sound effects.
Gabe: Hey guys and welcome to the show! Asks
for brief bioName, major, year and org

Now that we all know eachother lets play a game.
(the game can either go before or after their brief
interview)
Introduce the Minute to win it game, catch the
smarties win a Tshirt
Interview with ms LTU.
Questions
What’s your favorite tshow?
How did you feel when you won?
Did you think you were going to win?
Why/ what is your talent?
What is you inspiration?
Are you prepared to go to Michigan?
What/how was your on stage question?
Was it what you expected?
Was is your platform?
Shenanigans with blue like a vine
Interview with Hailey Butler
How does it feel to score your 1000 point?
Pregame rituals?
What does fbgb mean?
When did you start playing basketball?
How does it feel like this is your last season?
What is the hardest part of being a student athlete?
What is your favorite team memory?
What’s your favorite tshow?
Who is your basketball inspiration?

:10
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Wide shot of just Gabe

Gabe: thank you so much for coming in and talking

and Rachel

to us and thanks to all to people online who tuning
in!
Rachel: look out for next week's episode where we
will talk to ___ and _____. From all of us here in
the studio have a sweet week LTU.

